
Hunter Aki 

10:30 AM (2 hours ago) 

to Arturo, me, Anna 

Aloha Anna and Harold, Love you Guys!!!! �������	
 

John as with everyone else entered into Global to safe keep their worthless 

FRN's. I approved John as a request from Xavier and was sensitive not to 

leave anyone vulnerable. He was not in a prosperity program that matured as 

was everyone else that moved their worthless FRN's in Global's FRN Safety 

vault for safekeeping as they were in fear of the gloom & doom of the USD. 

None of them are in honor.They all chose to join Eddie's evil band wagon to 

create the run on Global. They are all Idiots., their funds were 528 fortified 

and being 528 safe guarded from the fall of the USD by Global's Safe Vault.   

 

I've been focused on cleaning up a whole bunch of mess that have had a devastating impact on 

our timing to paradigm shift from evil-nomics to love -onomics. I created the Global Safe vault to 

care for everyone and also because of the delays and no performance from AJ. As you know we 

have not received any of the funds from the trade, BOE and no RMA_API. I've stayed in harmony 

with creation and Anna to fund and create solutions, thus creating Global's FRN safety vault for 

everyone in fear, building Global's recording and publishing system to empower our momentum 

and opening The Global Family Prepaid credit prosperity system.  

The great news is, Harold, our strength and success is resonating in harmony with creation and 

each other. I'm all in and done with EVIL!!! I've chosen Love.I've informed Anna that Global 

reserves the right not to do business with Evil and everyone that has conspired against Global 

will NOT be approved accounts in The Global Family Prepaid credit prosperity system. I will 

arrange for John's evil feared induced panic and coordinate with Art to send his funds. He is 

choosing his own demise as with everyone else. The blind leading the blind.  

I resonate in harmony with creation and everyone that is done with EVIL!!! Our dedication and 

passion to forge onward to free 8 billion precious people out of slavery (debt) into freedom 

(credit) is the evidence of our unconditional Love. I'm grateful that we choose to do what has 

never been done before!!! and that is to Intend, create and manifest the first and only 528 

Global Family Group Prepaid Prosperity System.       

Living Love, Loving Life and grateful!!!  

 

Hunter   


